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Collaborative Research Centre of the University of Jena: AquaDiva funded for further 

four years with over 9.5 million euros from German Research Foundation  

Research on clean drinking water 
Jena (Germany, 16.06.17) In this country, we take clean drinking water for 

granted. At least 4.5 billion cubic metres are used in Germany each year – 

equivalent to some 120 litres per person per day. More than two-thirds of this 

total comes from groundwater. But how secure are these essential subsurface 

water reservoirs in view of intensive land use, environmental pollution and 

climate change? Researchers at Friedrich Schiller University in Jena, together 

with partners, are looking into this issue in the Collaborative Research Centre 

(CRC) ‘AquaDiva’. Started in 2013, the research partnership will continue to be 

supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG) for the next four years, 

receiving over 9.5 million euros for the funding period to 2021. 

 

“We are pleased with the recognition of our work to date and this positive 

evaluation by the DFG will spur us on in tackling our next research tasks,” says 

Prof. Kirsten Küsel. The Director of the Institute of Ecology of the University of 

Jena is one of three speakers of the CRC. The aim of the research partnership 

is to analyse the connections between ground and subsurface habitats of plants 

and microorganisms, and the processes that take place in those habitats. The 

findings will be used to develop recommendations for the sustainable protection 

of these ecosystems and of the services they provide to people. As well as 

scientists from the University of Jena, the CRC AquaDiva also includes 

researchers from the Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry (MPI-BGC), the 

Leibniz Institute of Photonic Technology (IPHT) and the Helmholtz Centre for 

Environmental Research (UFZ). 

‘AquaDiva’ stands for both water (‘Aqua’) and diversity (‘Diva’). Researchers are 

focusing in particular on what is called the ‘critical zone’, which extends from 

the near-surface atmosphere down to the bottom of groundwater aquifers. “This 

habitat has still hardly been investigated,” explains Prof. Susan Trumbore, 
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Managing Director of the MPI-BGC and also a CRC speaker. However, it is 

precisely the interaction between this life below the surface and the physical 

and geochemical conditions underground that has a decisive influence on the 

quality of the groundwater. 

During the first funding period, an experimental research platform – the Hainich 

Critical Zone Exploratory (CZE) – was established near the Hainich National 

Park in the state of Thuringia. “With this research area of about 25 square 

kilometres, which, in a way that is unique in the world, is equipped with a 

multitude of different, innovative measuring and sampling devices, we have a 

unique opportunity to take water and material samples from the underground 

compartments, the soils and the groundwater, and to characterise them,” 

explains Prof. Kai Uwe Totsche. The hydrogeologist at the University of Jena is 

a member of the Thuringian Climate Council and he completes the AquaDiva 

speaker team. In the Hainich National Park, water samples are taken from 

various depths and at various times, and analysed with the help of high-

throughput methods such as high-resolution mass spectrometry and DNA 

sequencing. In this way, the researchers obtain chemical and biotic 

‘fingerprints’ of the individual measuring stations in the CZE. 

“The first comprehensive data sets show that the parameters investigated differ 

significantly from measuring point to measuring point, over the course of the 

year and after extreme weather events,” says Prof. Küsel. “The data particularly 

indicate that altered precipitation conditions resulting from climate change lead 

to changes in the groundwater system,” notes Prof. Totsche. The second phase 

of the project that is now starting is concerned with identifying the underlying 

mechanisms that lead to the differences between sites. At the same time, the 

partnership wants to open up the new research platform to additional partners 

and international cooperation agreements. 

 

The CRC 1076 ‘AquaDiva’ has more than 55 researchers working on 15 sub-

projects. Together with the CRC/Transregio ‘FungiNet’, which has also been 

extended, and the ongoing CRC ‘ChemBioSys’, ‘AquaDiva’ forms a significant 

part of the University of Jena’s cluster application ‘Balance of the Microverse’ in 

the excellence strategy of the federal and state governments. The association 

is also supported by the Free State of Thuringia. You can find further 

information under: www.aquadiva.uni-jena.de. 
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At one of the study areas for soil leachate at the Hainich CZE, Prof. Kai Uwe Totsche and geologist 
Katharina Lehmann, MSc, of the University of Jena check the station parameters. 
 

 
Staff of the Department of Hydrogeology of the University of Jena document drill cores, which shed 
light on the pathways of material and water flows. 
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